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TOP ATTACKS AND BREACHES 

 Sensitive details of 120 million Brazilians have been exposed online due to a misconfiguration of a 

backup server. The sensitive information includes taxpayer identification numbers, which are linked to 

individuals’ banks, credit and debit history, voting history, full name, emails, phone numbers and more.  

 Security researches have uncovered extensive operations conducted by the cyber espionage APT 

SeedWorm. The group launched new variants of their tools, and targeted 131 victims mostly in the 

telecommunications and IT services sectors, probably to enable access to their customers. 

Check Point Anti-Virus blade provides protection against this threat (Trojan.Win32.Powemuddy; Trojan.Win32.Seedworm) 

  “Save the Children” charity organization has fallen victim to a business email compromise (BEC) scam, 

resulted in a theft of $1 million. The threat actor managed to compromise the email account of a firm’s 

employee, disguise as him and trick the firm into transferring money to a fraudulent entity in Japan. 

 A new email spear-phishing campaign of the Russia-Linked APT-28 has been detected, targeting various 

governments and private organizations, mainly Ukraine and NATO members. 

Check Point SandBlast provides protection against this threat 

 A new variant of Shamoon disk wiping malware has been spotted in the wild, targeting energy sectors 

companies operating in the Middle East. One of the targets is an Italian oil drilling company named 

“Saipem”, in which Shamoon destroyed sensitive files stored on about 10 percent of the servers.  

Check Point Anti-Virus blades provide protection against this threat (Trojan.Win32. Shamoon) 

 Security researchers have discovered that the recently patched Windows kernel zero-day vulnerability, 

CVE-2018-8611, has been exploited by SandCat Middle Eastern group in its attacks on entities in the 

Middle East and Africa. The vulnerability may allow attackers to run arbitrary code. 

Check Point IPS blade provides protection against this threat (Microsoft Windows Kernel Elevation of Privilege (CVE-2018-

8611)) 
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https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/78874/data-breach/brazilian-taxpayers-data-leak.html
https://www.symantec.com/blogs/threat-intelligence/seedworm-espionage-group
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/save-the-children-charity-org-scammed-for-almost-1-million/
https://unit42.paloaltonetworks.com/dear-joohn-sofacy-groups-global-campaign/
https://thehackernews.com/2018/12/shamoon-malware-attack.html
https://securelist.com/zero-day-in-windows-kernel-transaction-manager-cve-2018-8611/89253/
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VULNERABILITIES AND PATCHES 

 A research conducted by Check Point security researched has revealed over 50 new security 

vulnerabilities in a module of Adobe PDF reader. 

Check Point IPS blade provides protection against these threats (Adobe Acrobat and Reader Out-of-bounds read (APSB18-09: 

CVE-2018-4985); Adobe Acrobat and Reader Out-of-bounds read (APSB18-21: CVE-2018-5063); etc.) 

 Microsoft has released its monthly patch Tuesday for December, addressing 39 vulnerabilities, nine of 

which are rated critical, and two are zero days that had already been exploited in the wild.  

Check Point IPS blade provides protection against these threats (Microsoft Edge Chakra Scripting Engine Memory Corruption 

(CVE-2018-8583); Microsoft Edge Chakra Scripting Engine Memory Corruption (CVE-2018-8617); etc.) 

 An API bug in Facebook, which resides in its photo-sharing system, has exposed unposted photos of 6.8 

million users to third-party apps.  

 Security researchers have discovered a critical flaw dubbed “Magellan” in the widely used SQLite 

database management software. The flaw may allow remote attackers to execute arbitrary code on 

affected devices, leak program memory or crash applications.  

THREAT INTELLIGENCE REPORTS 

 A new Android Trojan disguised as a battery optimization tool has been stealing money from PayPal 

users. The Trojan uses a novel accessibility-abusing technique allowing it to mimic the user’s clicks, thus 

also capable of bypassing PayPal’s two-factor authentications. 

Check Point SandBlast Mobile customers are protected from this threat 

 Novidade, a new Exploit Kit, has been found targeting small office home office (SOHO) Routers to 

compromise the devices connected to the network equipment. Novidade employs pharming attack 

which leverages cross-site request forgery (CSRF) to change DNS settings of the routers and redirect 

traffic from the connected devices to an IP address under the control of the attackers.  

Check Point IPS and Anti-Virus blades provide protection against this threat (TP-LINK WR1043N Multiple Cross-Site Request 

Forgery; Novidade EK) 

 A third macOS malware has been discovered this month named LamePyre, still under development. 

LamePyre is disguised as a copy of the Discord messaging app for gamers, and capable of taking 

screenshots and opening a backdoor for further actions. This particular backdoor has been seen with 

another malware strain for macOS, DarthMiner, which integrated cryptocurrency mining capabilities.  

Check Point Anti-Virus blades provide protection against this threat ( Trojan.OSX.LamePyre) 
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https://research.checkpoint.com/50-adobe-cves-in-50-days/
https://research.checkpoint.com/50-adobe-cves-in-50-days/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/microsoft/microsoft-december-2018-patch-tuesday-fixes-actively-used-zero-day-vulnerability/
https://thehackernews.com/2018/12/facebook-api-bug-leak.html
https://thehackernews.com/2018/12/sqlite-vulnerability.html
https://www.welivesecurity.com/2018/12/11/android-trojan-steals-money-paypal-accounts-2fa/
https://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/new-exploit-kit-novidade-found-targeting-home-and-soho-routers/
https://blog.malwarebytes.com/threat-analysis/2018/12/flurry-new-mac-malware-drops-december/
https://blog.malwarebytes.com/threat-analysis/2018/12/mac-malware-combines-empyre-backdoor-and-xmrig-miner/

